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Multi-Ethnic American Literature (English 3220)             Dr. Brad Barry - Spring 2013 
 

 Course Syllabus, Description and Requirements 
  
 

Books for This Course:    
 

   Please purchase the exact ISBN versions listed:     
 

 Rico and Mano’s American Mosaic: Multicultural Readings in Context – ISBN: 0-395-88661-9  
 

     Students:  Avoid the pricey new version of the above book; you should be able to get a used    

                  version for a reasonable price.     
 

 David Kherdian’s Forgotten Bread: First-Generation Armenian American Writers   

        ISBN: 978-1-59714-069-0  

 Francisco Jimenez’ The Circuit –  ISBN: 0-395-97902-1    
 

 James Weldon Johnson’s The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man – ISBN: 0-486-28512-X 
 

 Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club - ISBN: 0-14-303809-5  OR  Minerva Publish. version: 0-7493-9068-9 
 

 Khaled Hosseini’s A Thousand Splendid Suns – ISBN: 978-1-59448-385-1    
 

~   ~   ~   ~   ~      ~ 

 

Week 1 – Jan 8/10 
Tuesday: 

 Preview of the Course / Departmental Assessment      

 Joseph Bruchac’s “Ellis Island” (Mosaic 12) 

 James Truslow Adams from The Epic of America (Mosaic 13-19, ¶ 5-18)  
Thursday: 

 Henry Louis Gates, Jr.’s “What’s in a Name?” (Mosaic 21-23, ¶ 1-15) 

 Diana Der-Hovanessian’s “In 1979” (Forgotten Bread 278-279)   

 Paula Gunn Allen’s “Pocahontas to Her English Husband, John Rolfe” (Mosaic 122-123) 

 Al Martinez’ “It’s a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World” (Mosaic 635-637)  

 

Week 2 – Jan 15/17   
Tuesday: 

 Robert Pinsky’s “Shirt” (Mosaic 242-243)   

 Pat Mora’s “Elena” (Mosaic 586-587)     

 Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club: beginning to pg 48 
Thursday: 

 Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club:  pgs. 49-83 

 

Week 3 – Jan 22/24 
Tuesday: 

 Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club: pgs. 84-131  
Thursday: 

 Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club: pgs. 132-184  
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Week 4 -  Jan 29/31 
Tuesday: 

 Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club: pgs. 185-241  
Thursday: 

 Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club: pgs. 242-end  

 

Week 5 -  Feb 5/7  
Tuesday: 

 Helene Pilibosian’s “With the Bait of Bread” (Forgotten Bread 378)    

 Richard Hagopian’s “Saint in the Snow” (Forgotten Bread 144-150)     

 from The Indian Removal Act (Mosaic 84-85)  
Thursday:  

 Louise Erdrich’s “Lipsha Morrissey” (from Love Medicine) (Mosaic 105-121)  

 Nicole Brodeur’s “The Meaning of the Hunt” (Mosaic 147-149)  

 Jerry Large’s “Concerning a Whale” (Mosaic 150-152)  

 Naomi Shihab Nye’s “Speaking Arabic” (Mosaic 696)    

 Ruben Salazar: from Border Correspondent: “Who is A Chicano?” (610-618)    
 Because there aren’t many pages of reading for this week, consider getting ahead.  (See next 3 weeks.)     

 

Week 6 – Feb 12/14   
Tuesday:  

 Charles Chessnut’s “The Passing of Grandison” (photocopy)  

 James Farmer’s “Tomorrow is for our Martyrs” (Mosaic 381-388)  

 Ralph Ellison: from Invisible Man (Mosaic 358-370)   
Thursday:  

 James Weldon Johnson’s The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man: pgs. 1 - 23 
 

Week 7 -  Feb 19/21 
Tuesday:  

 James Weldon Johnson’s The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man: pgs. 24 - 51 
Thursday:  

 James Weldon Johnson’s The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man: pgs. 51 - 80 

 

Week 8 – Feb 26/28 

Tuesday:  

 James Weldon Johnson’s The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man: pgs. 81-end) 

 Arlene Voski Avakian: “from Lion Woman’s Legacy” (Forgotten Bread 433 - top of 438)   

o Note: This is a story – a transcription – that Avakian’s grandmother related to her.   
Thursday: 
 Mid-Term:  To prepare for the in-class mid-term essay, reflect on your thoughts about all of the  

above-listed readings, and carefully review your in-class notes.  Bring paper and 2 pens.   

 

Week 9 – Mar 5/7    
Tuesday:  

 Francisco Jimenez’ The Circuit: pgs. 1 - 60 

 towards the end of this class, you’ll receive the Assignment Description for the research essay  
Thursday: 
 Francisco Jimenez’ The Circuit: pgs. 61 - end 

 Your Essay: Re-read the assignment description, and bring to this class a list of 2-4 focused  

          topics for your research paper.     
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Week 10 -  Mar 11 – 15  is Spring Break (no classes this week)   

 

Week 11 -  Mar 19/21  
Tuesday:  

 Khaled Hosseini’s A Thousand Splendid Suns: Chapters 1-15  

 Your Essay: Begin finding, reading, and analyzing your research sources (for your essay).   

o Remember to keep track of the database names by which you get each of your sources! 
Thursday: 
 Khaled Hosseini’s A Thousand Splendid Suns: Chapters 16-28  

 Your Essay: Begin finding, reading, and analyzing your research sources (for your essay).   

o Remember to keep track of the database names by which you get each of your sources! 

 

Week 12 – Mar 26/28  
Tuesday:  

 Khaled Hosseini’s A Thousand Splendid Suns: Chapters 29-42   

 Your Essay: By this class, you should have found (and read) about 60% of your research.    

                 Allow your personal opinions and world-view to change in light of your research.   
Thursday: 
 Khaled Hosseini’s A Thousand Splendid Suns: Chapters 43-end   

 Begin our well-wishing project for the Afghan refugees in Bali 

o Brainstorming and tasks for over the long weekend.   

 Your Essay: Your Annotated Bibliography is due Wed of next Week, by 10 a.m..  

 If I’m not in my office (HCC 451) when you stop by, slide it under door.    

 

Week 13 -  Apr 2/4 
Tuesday:  

 Workshop/completion day:  Bring your almost-done works-in-progress for our well-wishing 

project for the Afghan refugees in Bali.    
Thursday:            
 Arrive to class ready to explain which of the following poems (from each of the two poets) is 

your favorite, and why.   

 Diana Der-Hovanessian:   

o “This is for Zariff” (F.B. 289-290)   

o “From Ruin to Ruin” (F.B. 297-298)   

o “It’s Hard To Be The Child” (Forgotten Bread 275-6) 

o  “Recycling Today” (F.B. 282-3)  

o “Every Woman” (F.B. 286)       

 Helene Pilibosian:                 

o “Game of Languages” (Forgotten Bread 380-381)  

o “The Anti-Rebel” (F.B. 381-383)   

o “Sincerely” (F.B. 384)  

 Essay Tasks:  
o Reflect on where your sources agree (and disagree) with one another.   

o Based on your research, revise, polish and type 2 possible thesis statements.     

o Brainstorm and type your prewriting: 

 List the reasons why you believe your thesis to be true.  If you organize your 

essay around such reasons, it will help you to have an analysis essay.  

 Do not organize your essay around your sources.   

 Set-Up Presentation Schedule 
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Week 14 – Apr 9/11 
  Tuesday:  

 William Saroyan’s “Seventy Thousand Assyrians” (Forgotten Bread 101-109)  

 David Kherdian’s “from Letters to My Father” (Forgotten Bread 344-346)    

 Helene Pilibosian’s “To My Daughter” (F.B. 385-387)  

 Archie Minasian’s “Parlor Talk” (F.B. 178)    

 Prepare for your presentation.   
Thursday:   
 Begin presentations.   

 Your Essay: Based on your prewriting, freewrite an entire draft of your essay. 

o Aim for an organized freewrite! (Remember, depending upon your topic, you will likely 

need to organize your essay around reasons why you believe your thesis to be true.)   

o Remember to apply the ideas from the handout “Synthesizing Sources.”  

 

Week 15 -  Apr 16/18 
  Tuesday & Thursday: 

 Continue Presentations  

 Your Essay: Revise your freewriting into a polished essay.  

o Note: If you’d like feedback on your first draft, please see me in my office for some  

on-the-spot feedback.  Also, don’t wait until a day or two before it’s due; get help 

this week, while I have time to respond to your drafts (and you still have time to 

apply the advice I might give).   

 

Week 16 – Apr 23 (25)   
  Tuesday: 
 Emma Lazarus’ “The New Colossus” (Mosaic 10)   

o Connections to the semester’s readings as a whole?  Connections to final exam?   

 Finish Presentations 

 Your Essay: Continue revising and polishing your essay (due at the beg. of the next class).   
 Revision & editing tips for essay 
 Study tips for final exam 

  Thursday: 

 April 25 is a campus-wide Reading Day – no class   

 

Week 17 -    Final Exam: Tuesday, April 30, 8:00 – 10:00 a.m.        

  Note:  Essays are due at the beginning of this class.      

 

 

 

Other important dates for your planning calendar:     

 

Labor Day (no classes) . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  Monday, Sept 5   

Semester Break (no classes) . . . . . . . . . . Thurs-Fri, Oct. 13-14    

Last Day to Drop or Audit any class. . . . Monday, October 17 

Career Day (only night classes meet). . . Tuesday 11/15  

Thanksgiving . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wed-Fri, Nov. 23-25   

Final Exams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mon-Fri 12/12-16    
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Instructor:     Dr. Brad Barry    
 

Office:      HCC 451  

Office Phone:     652-7819   

 E-mail:   barry@dixie.edu   Please put your name and “Engl 3220” in subject line! 

 Drop-In Office    - Tuesdays/Thursdays from 12:30 to 1:00 p.m. and 2:30 to 3:00 p.m.     

    Hours: - Mondays/Wednesdays/Fridays: 10:00 to 11:00 a.m.   

        Note: I’m also available other days/times (by appointment). Feel free to contact me.     

Writing Center: HCC 4
th
 floor - see DSC web site for phone & hours        

Class Location: HCC 469   

Course Prerequisite:   English 2010 (with a grade of C or higher)    

 

Course Description and Objectives: 
 

This is going to be a great course.  During this course, we are going to immerse ourselves in some fantastic and 

important literature that will enrich our lives and worldviews.  We are going to read and discuss novels, stories, 

poems, essays and government documents that will challenge, affirm and transform the ways we think about 

and perceive literature and ethnicity in light of American society and history.    

 

In this course we will examine multi-ethnic literature by American authors.  We will study the contributions to 

American literature by African-Americans, Asian-Americans, Hispanic-Americans, Native-Americans, and 

other ethnic groups – and the ways in which their writings construct and revise identity in American society.  

We will also examine the ways in which writers bring together issues of ethnicity, class and gender.   (This 

course is required of all English majors, and is open to any other interested students.  3 lecture hours per week.)     

 

Upon completing this course, you will have improved your ability to: 

 Enjoy, appreciate, and evaluate representative novels, short stories and poems.   

 Think and write critically about literature (by way of a research essay).     

 Understand and analyze aspects of literature, including plot, setting, characterization, theme, point of 

view, symbolism and imagery.   

 Understand the ways in which ethnicity defines (and redefines) notions of the “American dream.”      

 Share your insights during class discussions.     

 

In this upper-division course, we will also examine the concept and practice of ethnocentrism, and ethnocentric 

social mores and legislation.  We will also examine the differences between ethnocentrism and racism – and 

how prejudice is tied to both of those.  And while most of the course will look at multi-cultural issues within 

American, key segments of the course will also have a global facet: we will look at the history and present 

condition of Afghanistan, and its relationship to Russia, Iran, Pakistan, and the U.S.  We will also looked at the 

history of Armenia and Turkey, as well as the history (and relationship between) China and Japan.  As part of 

this global analysis, we will examine the political, cultural and religious motivations people had (and have) as 

they emigrate from those lands to the United States.  

 

Preparation Checks/Reading Responses   
 

Most of you are in this course because you want to be, and because you enjoy reading and learning.  Out of your 

own nature, you will come to each class having read the material, and you will enthusiastically join the 

discussions.  If that’s the case, this class will likely be a great experience for you.    

 

Occasionally, however, a few students sign up for this class with very different motivations: they would rather 

only read on an occasional basis, and try to “float by” (or sneak by) the rest of the time.  Perhaps such students 
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have had prior English courses where they could skip much of the reading, sound brilliant “on the fly” during 

class discussions, and still get a good grade.  If you are such a student, please know that this will not be one of 

those courses.   

 

So, as a way of honoring students who read, I will use many in-class preparation checks/reading responses.  

These “prep checks” will be in a variety of forms: on-the-spot reading responses, quizzes, and writing questions 

that will be given to your prior to an assigned reading (and to which you’ll need to type a response, prior to the 

class discussion for that reading).  They will usually (not always) be at the very beginning of class – so it is 

important to attend class punctually, and stay for the duration of the whole class.     

 

Now, I know that life gets complicated.  If you miss a prep check because of a legitimate and significant life-

emergency, then be sure to communicate with me prior to missing that prep check/reading response.  

 

Appropriate Classroom Behaviors 
 

 Forgive me, but the few “bad apples” in most every class require that have the below list in my syllabus, 

and that I state the obvious:  While you are in class or in my office, behave in a courteous manner that is 

reflective of a scholar in college.  But what exactly does this mean?  Please avoid any behavior that distracts 

from students’ abilities to learn or my ability to teach.  In particular:  

 

 Chatting with the students sitting near you:  Whenever I or one of your fellow students is talking 

(or whenever your classmates are doing in-class writing), refrain from chatting with those sitting 

near you.  Even if you are chatting with your friend about a class topic or assignment, it is still 

distracting and therefore rude.  So, please stay tuned-in to the overall, group discussions.    

 

 Use of laptops, netbooks, i-pads, smartphones, etc:  If you would like to use one of these devices 

to take notes in class, I ask that you do the following.  

o Sit in one of the first two rows.  (I realize that it’s ridiculous and demeaning to give these 

requirements to courteous adults in college; however, the one or two discourteous 

students in most every class create a need for me to do this.)    

o Only have your device open and on when we are in note-taking mode; otherwise, have 

your device closed and off during class discussions, small-group activities, etc.    

o Close all internet browsers, and only use a word processing program with which to take 

notes.  Please do not surf the net, engage in online social communication, work on 

projects for other classes, etc.   

 

 If you are using an electronic version of our course text or reading assignment, please talk with 

me individually before that given class.  Also, I’m sorry, but the above seating requirement 

applies to you as well.  Again, I’ve had some very tricky students who’d rather surf the net than 

be a part of our learning community, and I can’t expend the energy it takes to discern who in the 

back row might be doing this.    

 

 Use of cellphones:  Have them off.  

o If you have a personal or family emergency, wherein you might get a quick, short text 

that requires a short response, that’s okay; however, notify me of this prior to that given 

class.   

o If you have a job that requires you to always have your cell phone on in order to send 

texts during class, you will need to either find a different section of this class or negotiate 

different expectations from your employer.    
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 Use of cameras and other types of recording devices:  Please do not film or photograph me, your 

classmates, or my lecture notes.  If you have a documented learning disability that requires you 

to use an audio recording device, please arrange this through the campus Learning Disability 

Center (more on this later).   
 

 Food and drink in class:  Unless a building code prevents it, you are welcome to bring food and 

drink to class; however, please refrain from crunchy foods and loud wrappers.  
 

In short, please remember that you are not simply an individual unto yourself and the friend sitting next to you.  

Instead, you are an individual within a community of learners.  Please always keep this in mind, and you’ll 

likely get along very well with your classmates and professors.    

 

Can You Turn in a Late Essay?   
 

You will only need to write one formal, typed essay – which is due at the end of the semester.  In light of that, 

any essay submitted late will have its final grade reduced by 10% for each 24-hour period that it is late.  If for 

some reason you have a legitimate emergency arise, let me know about it as soon as possible (and we’ll discuss 

how we can best work out a reasonable solution).   

 

What Will it Take to Get a Good Grade in this Course?   
 

 Read actively instead of passively (see next section).  This will help you do well on the prep checks.   

 Arrive on time to class (and stay for the entire session).   

 Bring to class: a) some good insights/connections between readings, and b) some good questions.   

 Craft a well-written research essay (and do the preliminary stages leading up to that final draft).     

 Stay in tune with the overall class discussions (avoid 1-on-1 chatting with those sitting around you).   

 

What Does it Mean to “Read Actively”?     
 

 Whether or not you actively read (rather than casually and passively read) often makes a huge difference 

in this course.  But what does it mean to be an active reader?  Below are two tips I wish I would have 

received when I was an undergraduate English major:    
 

1. Be willing to write on the readings.  In the margins, bracket passages that jump out at you.  In the 

margins, write your thoughts, questions, agreements, and/or objections.  (You may have to ignore the 

haunting memory of your 3rd-grade teacher’s voice, the one that threatened to send you to the 

principal’s office for writing in books.)  

2. With the novels and the longer stories, draw character trees (and use arrows to keep track of how 

characters fit together).  This will help you keep track of what’s happening, and why.   

 

Attendance and Tardiness 
 

I’ll say the obvious: attendance is important.  Be here.  You will learn more, and the class will be all the more 

interesting with everyone present.  (Plus, attending will help your scores on prep checks, the final exam, and the 

research essay.)      

 

However, I realize that life gets complicated and you might be late to a class, or even miss a class altogether.  If 

this happens, be sure to communicate with me (as soon as possible) so that I can give you any missed info 

and/or assignments.  This will help you come prepared to the following class.      

Note:  If you frequently miss class, it would be best not to communicate with me about each absence.   

Instead, rely on other students to help you stay on track and get missed handouts, notes, etc.   
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Plagiarism – Serious Stuff that Can Get You in Serious Trouble   
 

Plagiarism is a serious offense that can result in your failing the course and can also result in the permanent 

marking of your college file.   

 

But what is plagiarism?  It is either:  

 

1) Using someone else’s ideas without giving credit to him/her (in the specific paragraph in which you 

use that person’s ideas).   

             It is good to use this method for paraphrasing:  Jones explains [idea in your own words] (172).   

 

   OR, plagiarism is also:  

 

2) Using someone else’s words without putting those words in quotation marks.     

  Use this method for direct quotations:     Giles wrote, “Yada yada yada” (167).  

If you are ever unsure about any possible offense regarding plagiarism, it is always better if you bring it to my 

attention while you are drafting your essay (rather than my discovering something suspicious on my own, in 

your final draft).  Feel free to stop by my office for help in using outside sources in your writing.   

 

    ~   ~   ~ 

 

Interested in getting help from the College Writing Center, or from the OWL (Online Writing Lab)?     

Or, maybe you are wondering when the drop-date is for a class?  Or, perhaps you think you might have a 

disability or impairment that will hinder your ability to learn?  For more information on any of these 

issues, go to the following DSC web site:  DSC Home  Class Schedules  (click on this semester)  

 

At this site, you will receive helpful and important information that you are required to know about.   

The first set of information is a list of helpful campus resources:    
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The second set of information consists of key policy information that, as a student, you must know about: 

 

 
 

    ~   ~   ~  
 

Departmental Description of This Class:    
 
English 3220 – Multi-Ethnic American Literature   

 

Overall English Department Mission Statement  
The English Department at Dixie State College strives to instill in students an appreciation for the centrality of 

language and literature in human culture, particularly their function in social, historical, and political contexts. Students 

who major in English master skills in analyzing and evaluating texts and other media, as well as learning how to 

produce focused critical essays.   

Emphasis Mission Statement (Literature)  
Our literature courses seek to broaden and deepen students’ understanding of the unique value of literary expression as 

an aesthetic form that challenges the senses, the intellect, and the imagination.  Students also learn to appreciate the 

complex relationship between the aesthetic and intellectual aspects of literature and the culture and time in which it was 

produced.    

Course Description  
Required of all English majors, and open to other interested students. Examines multi-ethnic literature by American 

authors and studies the contributions to American literature by African-Americans, Asian-Americans, Latinos, and 

Native Americans. Focuses on novels, short stories, essays, and poetry that examine the social construction of race in 

American society, the construction of American identity, and the intersections of race, class, and gender. Prerequisite: 

ENGL 2010 (Grade C or higher).  

Student Learning Goals and Outcomes:  

     Students will: 

 Effectively analyze formal elements of literature within assigned texts.  

 Synthesize secondary material and understand critical discussions in all areas of literary debate.  
     Students will also increase their:  

• Acceptance of cultural diversity as a reality and as a source of enrichment, vitality, enrichment, and strength;  

• Respect for cultural variety, its multiple heritages, different worldviews, and the literature it produces;  

• Awareness of the power of literature to contribute to cultural understanding and remembrance;  

• Familiarity with and an ability to write about and discuss key texts in ethnic American writing but also show an awareness 
of non-canonical ethnic writing;  

• Ability to analyze literature critically through an awareness of the specific ethnic background that it takes as its point of 

reference.   
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Learning Outcomes: Upon completing this course, students will have improved their ability to:  

Departmental Outcomes  

• Create written work that meets the professional standards of academic writing in the field of literature;  

• Combine and synthesize many of the aspects of literary studies to which they have been exposed in DSC’s English 

program;  

Course-Specific Outcomes   

• Explain, critique, and identify major forms, genres, and themes found in multi-ethnic American writings;  

• Review the “myths of America” (American exceptionalism, freedom, and equality) from a minority point of view;  

• Analyze questions of cultural belonging and ethnic diversity against a backdrop of educational politics throughout U.S. 

American history;  

• Interrogate stylistic differences and the role of oral heritage in its transmission and transformation in written ethnic works.  

• Engage in discussions on contemporary debates regarding ethnicity, race, naming, identity, and legal status.  

 
Methods of Assessment: Student assessment will be based on the following:  

Formative Methods of Assessment  

• Short written responses to reading assignments to assess students’ abilities to read critically and generate ideas 

independently. Students are asked to write 15-18 one page papers in response to specified readings. These informal 

writings are assigned throughout the semester and geared toward helping students learn how to think and write 

critically and responsibly in the discipline. The instructor promptly returns the papers with direction and suggestions.  

• An oral presentation designed to assess students’ ability to prepare a 5-minute lecture on a text, to articulate the text’s 

central ideas and rhetorical devices, and to orchestrate a class discussion independently.  

• Oral participation in classroom discussions.  

• Quizzes designed to check students’ preparedness.  

• A paper proposal to assess students’ ability to develop and articulate a claim about a text. The proposal seeks to help 

students to prepare their research paper. The instructor returns the proposal with direction and suggestions.  

• A 3-4-page midterm paper designed to assess students’ ability to analyze texts carefully and synthesize theories and ideas 

discussed in class articulately and concisely.  

Summative Methods of Assessment  

• A 5-6-page term paper designed to assess students’ ability to analyze texts carefully, to synthesize theories and ideas 

discussed in class throughout the semester, and to conduct research effectively following the conventions of the 

discipline. The term paper is the culmination of the semester’s work and based on the paper proposal.  

• A final examination that measures the retention of material as well as asks for creative responses to texts. Students will 

analyze texts read in class and assessed on their ability to organize thoughts clearly and maintain focus, and produce 

grammatically correct and stylistically engaging sentences.  

Value-Added Assessment Method  

• A pre- and a post-test of questions on general theoretical concepts, rhetorical devices, and definitions.  The pre-test, given 

at the beginning of the semester, and the post-test are aimed at assessing value added.  
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Self-Appraisal Sheet            Name: ________________________________ 
 

Note:   
To determine your grade at any point, simply divide the number of points earned by  

the number of possible points up to that moment in the semester.  
 

(Example:  85 divided by 100 = .85 = 85% = B)   
 

 

To keep track of your grade, fill this out every few weeks. 
 

 

 

Assignment:  Points Possible:       Points Earned:  
 

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 1 15  _____   

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 2 15  _____        

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 3 15  _____        

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 4 15  _____ 

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 5 15  _____ 

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 6 15  _____ 

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 7 15  _____   

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 8 15  _____ 

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 9 15  _____   

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 10 15  _____   

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 11 15  _____  

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 12 15  _____   

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 13 15  _____   

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 14 15  _____ 

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 15 15  _____   

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 16 15  _____    

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 17 15  _____   

Prep Check / Reading Resp. 18 15  _____   
 

 
 

Toss your two lowest-scoring prep check (for a total of 240 points possible on the prep checks).    
 

In-Class Mid-Term Essay  30  _____  

Presentation of Research  15  _____       

Did you attend presentations on 

   the days you did not present?   10  _____     

Annotated Bibliography   30  _____ 

Research Essay   70  _____   

Final Exam               60  _____      

  

 
                Your total points earned:  _______ (out of 455 points possible)  


